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County Schools
Open Monday

Murra , K
Calloway 4-H Girl
C,
Wins Special Award

A Calloway County girl won
the award for receiving the
most Blue Ribbons of any 4-11'er
in the Marahall County Fair.
Donna Grogan, member of the
Murray 4-H Club won a total
of 53 Blue Ribbons and $36.25
her various entries in the
fair. Donna won her ribbeins in
4-H sewing, women's division
of sewing,
canning, women's
division
of
canning, recirds,
poster making, art and 4
,
H canning display.
Donna is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Grogan, Murray
Route 5. She is active in all
county 4-41 activities and has
won many county and district
honors.
She is one of two Kentucky
girls who are members of the
Farm Journal Teen Board. She
is active in many school activitShe _ -is a -member of the
Student Council at Murray High
Sidliciul and. a - tleg beam.,band.
Her canning, sewing and art
exhibits are being shown in the
Purchase Fa:r b fdayfield this
week.
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NAACP Girds For Fight
On Little Rock Ruling

The Calloway County Schools &two's; Holland Rose, SuperinBy HELEN THOMAS
The petitions then would be
will open this coming Monday, Unbent of the Marshall County
considered by the justices meetUnited Press International
August 25, according to an an- Schools; Joe Duke, SuperintendWASHINGTON (UPI) - The ing in private conference.
:jnincement made this week by ent of the Benton City Schools;
After the Supreme Court hands
National Association For The AdHuron Jeffrey, Superintendent.
Eagene I. Atkins, Assistant Divancement of Colored Peop le down a final order, the losing
By ANTHONY AUSTIN
ote
,o,
The schools at Lynn Gro
.ogetbr_ uf.the D ision._. _
'pared to make a last-ditch Party has 25 days In v:thich to
and JACK V. sox
Kirksey, Almo, Faxon, New ton..
and Grounds. Department
appeal to the Supreme Court seek reconsideration. The court's
United Press International
cord and Hazel will be in session of ;Education, and I. H. Key,
today that would permit Negro mandate also takes about 25
half of that day, as will the Superintendent of Buildings and
the
Editor's Not•: What does
children to re-enter Little Rock's days to reach the lower court
schools at Dexter, Independence Grounds. Murray State College
nation'st biggest city look like beleaguered Central High School and thus become effective.
and Coldwater.
(Consonant).
to Russian tourists seoing it for next month.
Thus, unless 'Whittaker grants
The New Hope School for
At the New Concord High
the first time? UPI sent reLegal sources expressed belief the stay or the court is called
trainable children will open Sep- School on Mond a y morning,
porters Jack V. Fox and Anthony there was little chance the move into emergency session, the time
tember 2. This school is located everyone is invited to attend
Austin, who speaks,--ilussial, on would succeed.
element involved in an appeal
• 210 South Sixth Street.
ilibber-neck toter with them.
opening, day exercises. RegistraMarshall, NAACP appeared to rule out admission
Thurgood
;The Calloway County teachers tions of the students, issuing text
chief counsel, said in New York of Negro students to Central
are attending an i_nservice train-411K etYPI1-. -The big
end - annourseerntests -vet*
III The Ipriffg-SeMeeter-ursday he would come -here
court races decision
FaxAntonio,
San
12-A
Al
MARRIED
yeswhich
began
ing program
be made by Principal E. T. Curd.
seeing bus with glass roof today with one of two or three
in the opinion qf court
liddham, 12, to
Clary
Edna
of
marriage
pride
chijd
tri•
College
to
terday at Murray State
Students who.side the.first- buses
ell-Into' Tinitsf-'Sanerrs
fto
-Ssible-inotiona seing Supreme
term for bigamy Bab
•
sersat/
who
a,
$Udham.
Macitiey
tir ther Mae chapel.
will assemble in the gym at
ing melange of neon signs and Court action to enable the Little
Merriam Clary,
ars shown, &rung with Edriaa matter, Mra.
A custodial conference spon- 8710. Those who ride the last
billboards, past one from which Rock, Ark., school to open on
charged with contributing.
ware
bridegroom
and
Mother
$3.
sored by the college closes to- buses will do likewise. The stua roan's picture puffs real smoke an integrated basis Sept. 2.
morrow afternoon. Custodians dents should take note of the
rings. .
Presumably, all the motions
from Calloway and Marshall changes in bus routes and time.
"American advertising," said would seek to override the
-counties met in the Science Mr. Keys Farris will make the
Pavel Kazachenko, a young Rus- IfIghth US. Circuit Court of
Building at the college all this Pottertown route first in the
sian engineer. "It is realty some- Appeals' stay of its previous
week. Instructional personnel morning and the Cherry-Chestnut
thing."
order requiring the integration.
Buron Jeffrey. Superin- Grove route second. Mr. Billy
It was the first exposure to
Delay Granted
tendent of the Calloway County Kingins will make the New Hope
Kazachenko
and
New York for
The circuit court at St. Louts
Schools; W. Z. Carter, Superin- route first in the morning and
12 other men and one woman granted a Little Rock School
tendent of the Murray Clity the New Providence route secvisiting the United States as Board appeal Thursday for a
The
long
needed
repair
Ed
ond.
, large part to the presence of the the first regular Russian tourists. 30-day integration delay pending
By BRUCE W. MUNN
East Main Street near the railTheir reactions to the city were the appeal to the nation's highest
Ismail nations."'
United Press International
The regular schedule of classes road was made ihts weekroby
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
intriguing, their questions often court for final disposition.
Unanimity Surprises
will begin Tuesday. August 26th. ' the state highway, department.
Eighty-Fifth Congress today, was
UNITED NAT ION S. N. Y.
startlingly naive.
The resoketion, which
Supreme Court currently set to chop down some of the
puts
The
At the Faxon School,,Charlie
According to reports from the
diphxnats next (sf the burden on U. N.
When the 'bus 'pulled away is in recess for the summer few remaining barriers to
Lassiter, principal, states that T.. state engineers office, a state (UPI) -Most Western
final
Rafe Jones. former County Judge maintenance crew leveled the' today hailed unanknous United Secretary Goneral Dag Ham- froni" their hotel, the Russians and doesn't plan to reconvene adjournment, now expected no
Nations passage of an all-Arab starsictolod. pased by a vote of were soon bogged down in the until Oct. 6.
of Calloway County will give wash-board bumps
later than Saturday night.
which have
But Justice Charles E. ‘Vhitthe opening address. The ficulty slowed traffic on the street for peace resolution for the Middle 110 to 0 on a shunv of hands with cluttered garment district. In
The Senate prepared to meet
striker
firm,
a
one
dress
front
of
United
East
but
the
States
IPover
emerjurisdiction
taker
has
consist of the same teachers as some time and completely
early and work through what
re- parently still had some doubts, only the Dominican Republic carried a picket sign.
Eighth
the
from
gency appeals
of last year and Clarice Mc- surfaced Main from the top of
absent - apparently because it
Democratic leader Lyndon B.
"What is he doing?" asked Circuit when the court is in Johnson
Daniel will serve as secretary the hill to the railroad.
ITexi warned might be
Secretary of State John Fos- v1Pas still peeved at past Ameri- architect Mark Orlov.
Department
exrecess Justice
again.
a long session. The House, runter Dulles insisted the future of can "anus".
had
a
man
told
the
He
was
perts said Whittaker could vacate ning ahead of the Senate in
Ily WILLIAM GALBRAITH
The rare example of Arab unOrt-an Adams. Tom Edd Travis.
the Meddle East still would be
disagreement with his employer the stay, uphold it, or refuse
United Press International
Claude Henry and Hute Turner
settled by deeds and 'not by the animity - the resolution was 'and was asking the public not to act until the full court could Its handling of major bills, was
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The have been selected as the bus
scheduled to act on a series of
words of the resolution putting written by 10 Arab nations
to patronize thu shop
review the petition.
United States is willing to halt itrivers. Tpe cafeteria workers s
Maser measures.
_
4.- Tip •Is the Arabs therrisekes Nused nalJot 11111Wrise in Lebhint?"
Orarrests
'Maid
nobody
These experts said they could
nuclear weapons tests for one will be Ms. Estelle Duncan and
Today's first order of business
l
anon where the newspaper Al
to keep the peace
asked
lov
find no precedents for one judge in the Senate was a bill to extend
year provided such a step can Mrs. Eva Alexander Howard
ows
Ahrar asked in a banner headThe bus turned up Fifth Ave- overruling a circuit court stay the government's
authority to reIced to an eventual permanent Willoughby will serve as the
But the United States believ- line: "Who could
believe it? nue. It went past the Empire
without a hearing by the full negotiate contracts to recapture
ban
custodian of the school.
ed greater good had been done Arab delegations are agreeing State Building. The Russians
court.
"excess profits"
Informed sources said PresiThe buses will make their
for the Middle East at this ses erelong themselves.."
craned to look up at its 102
Whitaker also could turn the • Thursday night the Senate took
dent Eisenhower plans to an- regular route on the opening
would have been
it haw, the restnution would stories but no one made any
ston than
petition over to Chief Justice
nounce within the next few days day of school. Students will arachieved at the summit confer- afleot the future of Lebanon comment. On past the blittering Earl Warren, who has authority a long stride toward adjournment
by scuttling
legislation that
the one-year suspension of nuc- rive home in time for lunch on
Limbs from a tree, being felled ence originally wanted by Rus- and Jordan once American and department stores and Mrs. Anna
to call an emergency session of
lear tests to take effect from tine first clay. The cafeteria will by a excavating crew on the sia.
British troops are withdrawn Butenko, a housewife and also the high court. This, too, was would have nullfied some recent
Supreme Court decisions, especthe time US.-Soviet negotiations open on the second day of old T 0 Turner lot toda:',
still was not known.
an architect, said:
viewed as unlikely.
ially in the area of subversion.
"I don't think a surnnot meetbrushed against the power lines
begin on a nargreement to police school.
To Loav• Boon
"Where are the trees?"
By a narrow 41-40 margin, it
The entire building has been running in back of the lot break- ing could have aocorriplished as
Takes Time
S permanent ban .
The resolution provides:
Her question was answered as
mtacth as this because a summit
Even if the NAACP appeal is sent the bills back to the Senate
The sources said Thursiay the recently painted and a great ing a high voltage wire.
-A reaffirmation by the Arabs the bus came alongside Central
The break caused a long series meeting would have excluded themselves of the Arab League Park and drove its 50-block filed today, Whittaker may not Judiciary Committee. In effect
President was expected to pro- deal of other work has taken
killing for this session all pend.
..se the East-Vest negotiajmns place inside of the building. The of pistol-like reports that drew the Arab nations," U. S Am- prineoileo
of
mutual respect, length. The course took the party act immediately He is vacationHenry Cabot Lodge non-aggression, non-interference finally into Harlem and there ing in and around Kansas City, ing legislation to offset court
start in October or November. auditorium has recently been curious onlookers from various bassador
rulings.
They would take up where the bricked, making it one of the parts of the block. Witnesses said. The success was due in and mutual benefit.
was a noticeable stir of anti- Mo.
The St. Louis Appeals court
Geneva scientific talks let off nicest auditoriums in the Callo- reported that flames of fire shot
citation at seeing American's
-Directs. Hamrnarskjold
Paas Pension Bill
to
way County school system. The forth from the air conditioners
pet the school board 30 days
after
readsing
agreemen' on
Specifically, the close vote was
consult the governments con- "downtrodden rect."-,
. Mothers Club and school have on the south side of HoustonBut the first sight was a huge in which to file a petition with a rejection of a bill by Sen.
technical methods of detecting
cerned and make practical arpurchased more than $300 worth McDevitt Cbriie A check with
the Supreme Court for a review. Styles Bridges (R-N.H.) and an
nuclear tests.
rangements
in
Lebanon
and development of low-cost apartof playground equipment. The the personnel of the clinic reAttorneys for the Negro students amendment - by Sen. John L.
The President would stress
Jordan facilitating the early ments, 15 stories high, built for
Mother's Club has also purchased vealed no apparent major damNegroes. They were brand new, would have 30 days to file an McClellan (D-Ark.).
thiscountry will remain free to
...ohdrawal of foreign troops.
new curtains for the lunchroom. age to the equipment there, only
answer.
The bill would have reinstated'
go ahead with testing if Russia
-Asks Hansrnarslrjoid to study sparkling clean with balconies
The public is invited to attend some minor difficulty in the
CHICAGO (UPI) - Officials
and garden areas.
state anti-subversive laws, nullibalks at the negotiations.
with
the
Arab
countries
the
the opening exercises and see operation of the elevator.
of Harry Winston, Inc., internaCliburn Remembered
fied by the Supreme Court in
• Rep James E Van Zandt (R- the many improvemrmts that
The Daily Ledger & Times tionally known jewel firm, today establisturnent of a do-it-your"Why don't you like Paul
Its 1956 Steve Nelson decision.
r4.). a member of. the Joint have been made to the school.
se
economic
program
for
the
and other businesses in the set the loss in a daring daylight
Robeson.
"
a
voice
called
out
from
The amendment would have stipCongressional Atomic Energy
At the Lynn Grove High downtown area experienced a robbery of their Loop office here Middle East.
The
question
the
rear.
hunk
ulated that federal laws would
Conwnittee, said the proposed School, Norman Culpepper of the brief
Hanwnarskjold to repower interruption while at more than 5150,000.
awkwardly in silence, and politics
cancel out state statutes in the
test halt couplect with neghtia- Sinking Spring Baptist Church the Murray
port progress by Sept. 30. The
Electric System rewere dropped. The bus passed
same field only if Oongress
tions would be "a step in the will give the devotional. Ray- paired the damaged
Two gunmen. one posing as a regular fall session of the Genline.
the Juilliarti School of Music:
specifically said so, or there was
tight di reelion." But he urged mond Story, Principal states that
postman, slugged, gagged and eral Asensioty begins Sept. 18.
"Where Van Cliburn studied,"
a clear conflict between the two.
the government to be wary of the morning program will conHarranarsiejOld w a s eropec:ed
handcuffed the manager of the
FIVE DAY FORECAST
said the bus guide.
The House meantime complet%flowing the Russians to stretch sist of registration of the stuKentucky - Temperatures for office Thursday, then spent half to leave son for the MickHe East
"Ah...Cliburn...Cligurn," the
ed congressional action on a
out the talks as the Ornmunists dents. School will be in session the five-day period, Saturday an hour looting a walk-in safe to work out with Jordan StAlle
murmur swept the group. Even
bill to grant a 523,000 annual
di 'InKorea.
all day on Tuesday, the 20th.
through Wednesday, will average of hundreds of uncut diamonds sort of "U. N. presence" that the Intourist man, Vladimir Babpension to former Presidents
Another committee
The Edge Hill, Galloway and three to four degrees below the and other gems.
would permit the withdrawal a km, delegated by his government
member,
Harry Truman and Herbert
48p. Melyin Price 113-111.) said Browns Grove buses will make Kelatucky normal off 77 degrees.
British troops. The United Na- to shepherd the group, forgot
Hoover and all future ex -presiThe manager. Raymond
N. tions already has an observer
a one-year suspension would not the first trips. Come out and CoAer most sections tonight, not
his duties at mention of the
dents. As sent to the White
hurt the United States militari- welcome the new faculty mem- much change in temperature Sunshine, 40, said the rubber group in Lebanon whose effec- Texas pianist.
House by voice vote, the measure
ly, but a permanent suspension bers and get more acquainted Sunday through Wednesday. Pre- wearing a postman's uniform ap- tive operation could permit U.
"Ah, that Cliburn." he said.
also would Frotide some "fringe"
would. Price said the suspension, with the regular ones.
cipitation will a verage near peared at a delivery w,ndow S. forces to leave.
"His playing was the high point
benefits for one-time chief exeAlmo High School, William B. three-quarters inch in scattered With a package too large to fit
however, is "worth the gamble"
of the Moscow season." ,
cutives as well as $10.000-a-year
Miller.
the
Principal
opehirsg.
states
that
s h•sv ers and thundershowers
to test the good will of Russ'.
The bus turned down Third
pensions for their widows.
Sunshine opened the door to
The informed sources said the Layne Shanklin will give the western and southern sections
Avenue through the Bowery
Mining Bill Killed
devotional
and
he
iwIl
receive
make
the
package and t h e
Saturday and most of the area
subetance
of
the
President's
where a few alcoholic derelicts
Late in the day. the House
necessary
the
announcements
regunman 3.ugged him, kri ick ing
Sunday or Monday.
planned announcement has been
sprawled in doorways. One Ruskilled a 485-million-dollar adhim to the floor. A second guntrariarnitted to the British and lative to the registration, schesian nudged another and pointed,
ministration _program to subsidize
dules,
bus
routes,
etc.
man in street clothes appeared
)rench governrneno
but they said nothing.
domestic inning interests hurt
The whoul buses will make
and helped bind the office manVisit Stock Exchange
by foreign imports. The Senatetheir usual routes with these
ager to a chair with handcuffs
The high point of the trip
approved bill was first watered
exceptions: The highway route
and adhesive tape.
was Wall Street. The Soviets
down with a series of amendof Ervie Schroeder will be the
A building maintenarsce man
came during the busy noon hour.
ments and then defeated 182-159.
Tex
Ritter
first run, made by him this
passing the closed door of !he
Word spread of their identity
A potential threat to adjournof
year, instead
the last run.
fifth-floor office heard moaning
and police, held back a crowd
Tex RAMer, "America's Most ment plans was removed when
The Dexter • run will be last
Mrs. I. C. Chiles of Falmouth. at the door of the Stock Ex- Beloved Cowboy," will appear Senate-House conferees ironed
and notified Sunshine's wife in
'fruited *.•••1 terer nartoriat
instead of first, the time schedule
a beauty parlor on the saute Kentucky, died Thursday night change.
in Murray tomorrow afternoon. out a controversy over congres▪ Kentucky weather Symposia:
will be practically the same as
at her home at the age of 77
"Why must there be petite?" With him will be Hank Morton sional control of the new civilian
floor.
The cold front last midnight last year.
space agency. T he conference
Mrs. Sunshine rushed to the Mrs. Chiles had been in ill asked Orlov.
and Bun Wilson.
All of the school staff and
was lying diagionally across Ken"Well, the people are curious,"
J. E Wilkinson, a former resi- office. saw what had happened health for the past five years.
The three will present an open agreement enabled the House to
Vicky from Huntington, W. `Va., school personel will be the same dent
She was the mother of H. C. a reporter replied. "There are air show on the north side of shout approval of a compromise
of Murray, died yesterday and pressed a master burglary
to the extreme southwest corner. with these exceptions: Mrs. Clay afternoon
Chiles of the First Baptist Church crowds because it isn't every the square tomffirow afternoon at 53,697.305,478 money bill. The
at his home in alarm button.
It is moving steadily south and Hopkins has been employed as Shreveport.
Senate was expected to pass the
La.. at the age of
The alarm cut off all power in Murray. Mrs. Chiles is also day that Russians come to Wall 2:00.
should reach the Virginia-Men- lunch room worker. Mr Harley
survived by four daughters and Street."
05, following a long
A sound system will be in- bill quickly and send it to the
in
the
40-Mory
He
building,
stopped
lucky border by late this morn- Barnett. Mr. Alvah Galroway and
On the visitors' gallery over- stalled, and the music and White House.
had been an invalid for more the elevators and created s two sons, as well as a brother
ing. The extensive area of show- Mr. JIM Henry Garrison have
The appropriation measurethan two years as the result of peeestrian traffic jam as crowds and a sister. She also leaves eight looking the trading floor, brokers comedy show will be given from
ers that accompanied the front been employed as school bus
and clerks paused to stare up a stage. A group of approximate- last catch-all money bill of the
a stroke.
gathered in front of the locked grandchildren
Thursday night has dwindled to drivers.
Dr. Chiles and his family will at their spectators.
ly 31 local merchants and busi- session - carries funds for the
He is survived by Ids wife, elevator doors.
The public is invited to visit
to widely scattered activity
leave Murray early tomorrow, for
Robojev said the people on ness men are sponsoring the space agency, the Atomic Energy
Mrs Sun/shine had hoped to
through Kentucky during t he Alm() High School anytime dur- Mrs. Effie Gordon Wilkinson;
Commission and several other
two daughters, Miss Betty Wil- trap She bandits in the elevators, Falmouth. The funeral service the busy floor seemed very nerv- *how.
ing the school year.
past eight hours.
for Mrs. Chiles will be held ous.
Tex Ritter, the star of the agencies.
Mrs. but an elevator starter told poKirksey High School, M. B. kinson, Shreveport, and
NR•gional ForTscasts:
Sunday afternoon at the Short
"How many of them have heart show, has long been famous as
I, Southwest, north central, Blue Rogers, Principal, has selected Ann Dorey of California. H.:. la lice he saw two men believed to Creek 'Baptist Church near Fal- attacks when stocks fall?" he
The National Wildlife Federan actor in western movies, retrass and northeast Kentucky- Mr. Vernon Shawn, Murray State the brother-in-law of Mrs. Ciyde be the ref/hers leave moments mouth, and burial will be in the asked.
cording star and western per- at ion offers "strewball" as a
Clearing skies and cooler today, College as speaker. Mr. Washer, Downs and a cousin of Mrs. G. earlier.
,
church cemetery.
synomsn for "litterbug."
Another Ritssian want ed to sonality.
Company executives said the
high 80 to 85. Clear and cooler Board member will extend greet- B. &tett.
Mrs. Chiles will be buried know how many people go bankBun Wilson, a native of PurThe
funeral
ings.
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are
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Hope
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diamond
Fair
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register
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80.
and
low
tonight.
from
other from the church of which she rupt every day.
The smallest political body in
year, Tennessee, is known for
• a little warmer Saturday, high 9:45 to 12:00. Buses will make not yet final, but the burial will jewels owned by the firm wele has been a faithful member since
"None, for a long time." said his long association with the the world is Vatican City with
be
in
Shreveport.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES Burdette And Turley Have The Kentucky To Open Season With
PUBLISHED by LIMIER II TINES PUBLISHIPHI
Brayes, Yanks Rolling Again Hawaii Mter 2 Weeks Practice
tim

FRIDAY —

hibiO practice before Sept. 1, 1 All-Star team scheduled for
and in fact has a
night in Honolulu,
warmup game with anPreHa-osbaoisla

tan
Consolidation of Ilia Murray Ledger, The °Wawa
Mlle Mil
es-Herald, October 20, 1928, and thin West LeonidIldnin Jiasuerry
1942.

JAMES C

JILLIA1 A PUBLISIMB

By JOHN GRIFFIN
LEXINGTON (UPI) —Coach lyears ago, arid have scored on
Banks Hermits Tense
United Prim International
Jalkson scattered 10 hits to /Stanton CoMier, his Knatuolry 'Utah for six atminbt years. They
Lew Burdette and Bob Turley, win for the Cards is a duel Wildcats coley 10 clays away from also hey* beaten Arizona
Siate
two money players who probably with Curt Simmons. Simmons the start of practice and only on occasion.
pitch
would
the
opening
game,
balked
home a run in the fourth three weeks short of their seaStriTIONAL
ENTATIVt WALLACI WITMER CO.. 13111
In Ax years cools Harry VasMonroe, Memphis, Teem., 250 Park *se, New York; 1/01 N •'*•111- have the Braves and Yankees inning and Gene Freese singled son wiener, had to go to the rec- concellos — a graduate of San
back
the
on
road
ran Ave. Chicano; 88 Bolyston St., Boston.
to the home what proved to be the -orebooks today for information Jose State — has run
high up a recWorld Series.
winner in the fifth.
&bait the first opponent, the ord of 29 victories agaiost 23
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transinusion as
Just when the comfortable
Newcombe, gaining only his University of Hawaii.
defeats and two ties, usinn a
Second Class Matter
league leads of both teams seem- third win against 11 defeats,
of one thing Collier was sure. modified °T" offense with plenty
$UB-SCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier ks Murray, per week SSC pa. ed in danger. Burdett,' sent the was treated to a four-run first- Sept. 13 is the earliest
date in of hipper-dipper.
month 85e. In Canoes:Ey and adjoining muntaes. per Year. Vt. .4 44045- Braves 4% games in front in inning lead by the Redlegs and
the fall on which Kentucky ever
When it comes to bail carrywhere, $5
the National League when he breezed horn, on a six-hitter.
has played football, and like any ing, tans year's Hawaii team will
whipped the Los Angeles DodgBanks, the m ajor leagues' other coach
he was not happy let George do it. Nolan and TalFRII)11
AUGUST 22. 1958
ers, 5-0 Thursday night and leading home run Imager. drew
over the prospect of playing a bott George, brothers, run from
lorley turned back the surging even with .13abe Ruth's record
scheduled game with only 19 quarterback and right halfback,
Chicago White Sox. 6-2, to put pace for the year in which Babe
days of actual practice sessions respectively, whale left halfback
the Yankees 114 ahead in the hit M. He also hod a runIMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
to get ready.
is manned by Henry George,
scoring douole in a perfect 3-forAmerican.
-Although many Kentocfiy fans who gut in a season at Kentucky
Nev 2ity Hall and Gas Building .... $120,000
Burdete. who doled out four 3 day.
weren't aware
that a .few years ago before injuries
At Boston, the Red Sox strand- probably
hits to the Dodgers, now has
Sewer Plant Expansion
$125,000
won eight games since the all- rd 16 runners, but a three-run football was even playing in ins and scholastic troubles drifted
New School Buildings
$110,000
rally in the eighth inning, in- islands, Hawaii has been mak- hint book to the islands.
Star Game.
The Hawaii roster o drawn
Planning and Zoning Commisaion with
Turley allowed six Chicago hits cluding a two-run homer by ing regtolgr trips to the mainin gaining his 18th victory of Dick Gernert, decided the game. land fur many seasons to play from several mainland states,
Professional Consultation
The Orioles. trailing 6-3, came college teams, and some main. all it packs more muscle than
the year. tops in the magirs and
an all-time career high for him. up with four runs in the seventh, land :earns ha‘e returned the motto he eopected. The oarting
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
line rigtires to averagc aroand
----TOE Iwo." -ftglit-lsandeis— wnis twinging Triandos' three - run esszts. While Hawaii's war chant has 203 pounds, which will be sevout, to beat the Tigers and
real big games Thursday night.
Industrial Expansion
tie them for fourth place on the never exactly terrorized any- eral pounds heavier than KenGiants Lew Helped
Sidevialks, Curbs, Gutters
AL.
body on the gridiron, the Rain- tucky.
The Braves were On trouble.
Lopez' two homers for the bows have performed reopectaWidesed Streets In Some Areas
althougla a full-fledgwith their lead down to 5% A's Lome him 12 for the season, bly against fairly stout opposi- ed NCAA member, is exempt
Continued Home Building
games and a five-game series seven against Washington.
tion. They upset Nebraska three from the fiCA.A rule which proAirport For Murray
with the second - place Giants
right around the corner But the
City Auditorium
Giants dropped an 8-1 game. to
Don Newcombe of Cincinnati in
and— on-at- ItUon
Buniette his chance.
life reserve the right to Tel' • an, A. oertbithil Lane= to the 1h4
or Public Voice items whion, in our opinion. are not kw tn.
interest of eur readers.

MAJOR LEAGUE
LEADERS

BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Be strong and of a good courage; be not
afraid, neither be thou dismayed; for the
Lord thy God is with thee, w hithersoever
thou goest.
Joshua 1:9.
Faith ,Ola form of courage. Joshua made
_.a race of former slaves invincible in battle.

Irbasseer .Happeeed To

peted both in the U. S. and
abroad, setting records for the
-• SIN JOHNSON.
100, 220 and 440 yard relay, all
United Pries Inneersationas1
;cif which since have gone oy
• For a timeoin the 1930'1, &At the beard
ohnson of Columbia held the . Whatever
happened to Ben
.itie of "world's fasiest human*
Johnson' He is a career soldier,
avhen that was a popular desig- a
lieutenant colonel serving as a
hatis,a fur the Haddad springer 1
hanwlion commander :n Korea.
thw day. Once he ran an indoor ID-yard ds
o last ne I Items ranging loon fresh
cut
p.as refused a wor11 record be'Sowers to cant electronic brains
cause (laicals said, -It can-. tie are among
the more than SOO
;it;....21
-fa
hi:e,
2cfy can run
Lao" cEffersit: products nc.wr being
.
since .bas been e x- Drown by the astat,a't
air freight
regularly. Johnsen cam- carriers.

SUMMER
- CLEARANCE

fourth inning, including homers
by Hank Aaron arid Buidette
himself, was all he needed.
At Yankee Stadium. the senor
Sox came in sassy to start a
1hree-game series, riding a seven
game winning streak. They's
gained 5% games on the Yankees
in the last three weeks,.wbaning
15 out of 20. and they got
off to a 1-0 first-inning Ieau
against Turley.
- --But the Yankees crept ahead,
3-2. and then broke the game
open with three runs in the
ots-enth on three singles, a walk.
and two sacrifice flies
4n other Thursday games the
Si. Louis Cardinals behind Larry
Jackson nipped the Philadelphia
Phils. 2-1. Ernie Banks' 39th
and 40th homers gave the Chicago Cubs a 5-3 win over Pittsburgh; the Boston Red Sox outslugged Cleveland. 8-6, Gus Triandos' homer gave Baltimore a
7-6 win over Detroit; and Hee
Lopez' two homers led the Kansas City A's to a 7-4 win over
Washington.

United Press International
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Player •
AE R
- Pot.
Menial
391 59 1$7 .3110
Ashburn
463 74 1:19 343.
Whys
464 85 152 .328
Aaron
475 88 156 .328
Banks
485 99 154 .318
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Player
Atit A
H
Pct.
Runnels
426 80 140 129
Cerv
396 72 128 323
Kuenn
432 58 139 122
Power
456 77 145 .318
Sievers
419 73 133 316
Home .,Runs
National League: Banks. Cubs
40: Thomas, Pirates. 33. Aaron,
Braves 21; Mathews. Braves 25;
Robinson, Redle. 25.
American
League:
idant:e,
Yankees 35, Sievers. Senators 34;
Jensen. Red Sox 32; Cerv, Athletics 25; Colavito, Ind:ans 28.
Rune Ratted In k
Tkoionsi League: Banks, Cubs
106, l'homas, P.rates 96; Aaron,
Braves 78; 1.1,,.. Anderson, Phils
76. Boyer. Caa:nals 75.
American League: Jensen, Red
Sox 107, Sievers. Senators 92;
Ceres Athletics 85; Colavito, Inchon 80. Mende, Yankees 78.

SALE

MAJOR LEAGUE
STANDINGS
By United Press International

Now In Progress

BACK TO SCHOOL
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Back-to-School in Buster Brown Shoes

National League
Team
Milwaukee
San Fran
Pittsburgh
Lo(AS Angeles
St. laws"'
Chicago
Cincinned
Phladelph:a

Swim Suits
Such Famous
Names As
Jamaicas
Jantzen
Frelick
Dresses
Shipmate
Skirts
Shirts
Slim slims
)
2 PRICE
T-Shirts

W
71
63
62
58
57
55
56
53

L.
50
55
57
61
61
65
65
61

Pct.
GB
587 .
6,-,2
534
521
8
48'7 12
483 12%
467 14%
.463 15
.457 15Va

"PR]

than any other Brand

Corner

Yesterday's Games

KEEP

Chican• 5 Pit•iburgh 3
Cincinnati 8 San Francisco 1
St. Louis 2 Pbi1adelptisa-119111weiakee 4 Leo Angeles 0

1

Today's Games
Pittaburigi at Ch•cago
Philadelphia at
Louis, night
Cincinnati at San Fran., night
Only games seheduled

•••

Tomorrow's Games
P,:tsburgti at Chicago
Philadelphia 'at St. Louis
Cinrisanti at Siin Irranici-cb
M.Iwaukee at I.

American League
Team
Nee Y irk
Onicano
Boston
Detroit
Baltimore
Cieoeland
Karoas Coo
Wash,ng•n

ON ALL SUMMER MERCHANDISE

Now Arriving! Back-To-School Styles!

W
78
64
60
57
57
57
54
51

Pct.
I.
QR.
.0t8
45
.533 11%
56
58'n' .5418 14%
61
483 17.%
61
483 17%
64
471 19
64
462 20
88
429 21

Yesterday's Games
New Y wiz 6 Chicago 3
Kansas Ci') 7 Washington 4
Boston 6 Cleveland 6
'Baltimore 7 Detroit 6

— Come Out And See Them At —

Today's Games

The

VARIETY S HOPPE

I

Chica g., at New York
Cleveland at Boston
Kansas Oiay at' Wei4i. night
Detroit a! Baltimore. n:glit

Tomorrow's Games

Next To The College Cleaners

4, New
1 &sine,- Co a.. Wasl'iington
Doo.:• a' Bite or re
.
n

AMERICA'S FAVORITE CHILDREN'S SHOES
Ir We have a complete selection of fine

quality, long

wearing Buster Browns. And we'll fit them to your

child's feet carefully and accurately

4

II

with our ex-

RE DWI

clusive 6-point fitting plan. Bring your youngster in
now

for a new

pair for school wear.

$3" to $799

ADAMS SHOE STORE
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4x8
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New (
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FARM PAGE

Farm News and Other Items of Interest to Our Readers in the Rural Areas and Communities of Callaway County

te
ag

Tobacco Buyers State Views Specialist
Offers Hints
On Subject Of Ripe Cutting
On Pickling
Wants Only
11 pe Tobacco
To give growers of Dark Types
of tobacco the benefit of leading
buys' views, the Dark Tobacco
Quaaty Improvement Committee
asked three important buyers -4e
state their views on the subject
of ripeness, a nd, surprisingly,
'they are unanimous,in wanting
ripe tobacco.
.
Mr. John R. Dunn. head buyer
for the Parodi Cigar Co., and a
recognized authority on fine Dark
tobaccos, says, "It is very important that tobacco should be
rips before cutting. No menus u • nices-greerrintactb, an
neither do any want over-ripe
tobacee. The time for rioting '
therefore a very important factor
in the production of fine tobacco.
Any farmer who is doubtful
--_..abotit when to cut his crop
should consult a neighbor or one
who produces fine tobacco from
year to year.
"Tobacco is similar in a lot of
reseects to fruit. A peach, pulled
before it is ripe, has a slick,
sour, bitter taste; if this same
peach is left on the tree too
long it becomes overripe and
tasteless, but if It is harvested
at the proper time it has the
rich, sweet, mellow taste you
ant The same applies to tobac-

S

1.04 COMPA..TLY.
rAlkatiS lasiLY

V -adicate

29"

--PINISTent

ct(

The Destructive Termite
FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES
Licensed & Insured—
SAM KELLEY
Phone 441

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

co — be sure your crop is ripe,
but nut over-ripe."
Mr. J. W. Foreman', head of
the leaf department of the American Snuff Company and one
of the largest buyers of all types
of Dark tobaccos, states, "It has
been said that the month of
August usually .makes or breaks
a crop of Dark tobacco, and again
this year the month of August is
a critical time in the development
of the crop.
"Although the present erop was
transplanted somewhat later than
usual, a series of rains received
in almost every section of the
Dark producing counties in Kentucky and Tennessee have
brought about very rapid growth
and the outlook is for a fairly
large percentage of long leaf.
"It appears that most Dark
tobacco . growers h a v e. topped

cipation of a wet growing season
and it has been noted-that tobacamore aTiation-Thim
the standpoint of cultivation than
has been practiced in recent
years. In other words, every
effort has been made to avoid
the production of over gr 'eve n
coarse leaf.
"Regardless of the size of the
plant or the number of leaves on
a plant, we believe it most important that the plants be allowed to mature properly before
being cut. It is a well known
fact that for snuff purposes we
desire and require ripe, heavy
bodied leaf, seconds and lugs.
Fully matured ripe tobacco is
required for good taste and snuff
tobacco must have sufficient bedy.
tc produce that good taste which
Is required by users of snuff:

Kennedy, Jr., is important, and
he tells them.
"Much has been said about
the necessity of producing a
tobacco crop of good quality this
year, and we feel the growers,
in spite of adverse weather conditions through most of the
growing season, are doing an
excellent ,job in this respect.
However, we feel that it might
be well to discuss the harvesting
stage, and stress the importance
or letting your tobacco get- ripe
before cutting. Many a crop that
had the potenlial of good quality
has been spoiled by too early
cutting.
"It would be presumptuous to
tell men who have spent many
years growing tobaeco just when
to harvest it, but we can say
that the Trade generally wants
ripe tobacco. Depending on the
kind of tobaCca aacitifiliVe- heeri
producing, various stages of ripeace- aleatrableo _if you are
trying to produce cutting tobacco
or light brown tobacco as soon
as the tobacco has reached maturity we think it is advisable to
cut; on the other hand, if you
want snuff or heavy grades the
tobacco should be left on the
hill somewhat longer. If left too
long ,tobacco will become overripe, which will make it thickish,
with the resultant loss of stretch
and elasticity.
"At this point we should like
to recommend scaffolding of your
tobacco. This permits thorough
wilting and greatly reduces the
danger of houseburn. Tobacco
handled in this way, then housed
wattrs plenty of space for good
circulation, much improves the
chances for a good cure.
"We feel there will be a good
demand this year for true types,
and we strongly urge' growers to
put forth their best efforts to
produce desirable suality."

SCOTT DRUG CO.

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

Wash thoroughly all vegetables and fruits, as dirt could
start backerial action.
If brining is necessary, use
a stone crock, or a glass, enameled-lined or pottery container
(never metal), soft water if
possible, and pure granulated
salt which contains no added
product, such as to prevent Its
caking or for iodization. Fillers
used in table salt may cause
of
darkening
cloudiness
and
pickles.
Mrs. Warren cautions against
the use of h imemade vinegar in
pickling as its acid strength
would not beicnown. (The standard strength is 4 te 6 percent, which on the label is expressed as 40 to 60 grains.) If
the vinegar is too strong, it
may make the pickles Shrivel;
if it is too weak, they may be
soft and slippery and not keep
well.
For light colored pickles, use
dieskidieSMolt. vinegar; for (ekes
pickles, cider vinegar. which is
a deeper color, is generally used.
a
Tying
whole cloves
in
cheesecloth bog so they can be
removed later will help to keep
the pickles from getting dark.
For making the syrup and boiling the fruit or vegetables in
it, use a kettle of alurriinurn,
enamelware, glass or stainless
steel.
Directions
arid
recipes for
making .piekles may be found
in Circular 464 "Making Pickles
and Refishes, "available from
offices at home demonstration
agents or the Bulletin Room,
UK Experiment Station, Lexington Kentucky.

433.,

KEEP CUTTING COST DOWN
PRODUCTION UP

with help like this
_

UK Ag Specialists
Advise Guatemalans

4

"

Svm your AUTHORIZED POULAN SALES AND SERVICE CHAIN SAW
SPECIALIST TODAYI H. will Pirslp you choose th• right motor and attach.
ment to fulfill your cutting requirements. Hell tell you about th• g•n•rous
60 day warranty that protects your investment whilst th• Paulen proves
itself to you ... HIRAI ••plain 'tow, on easy terms, with a small down pay.
mint you con start producing today.
... increasing your incorn• as your
Coulon goys for itself „ don't delay, come in today for a demonstration
of how a Poulon will cut operating costs the day you start using o Paula.
Chain Saw.

— ALSO —
REDWOOD 2 x 4s, 8-ft.
$8.50 per 100
GALVANIZED ROOFING
CREOSOTE POLES, BARN POLES, FENCE POSTS
q" 4 x 8 CD PLYWOOD SHEATHING .. 17' z r ft.

Sykes Bros. Lumber

IE •

Company
New Concord Road

Phone 388

A University of Kentucky agricultural team will teach and
advise in Guatemala under a
new contract with the International Cooperation Administration.
The team, which will operate
under an agreement involving
ICA, the University and the
government of Guatemala, will
teach some courses at the University of San Carlos, Guatemala
City, and assist college and government officials in agricultural
planning.
The program is similar to a
project in Indonesia, where the
University has two contract
teams, financed by the Indonesian government and ICA--an
agency of the U.S. government.
Both contracts are administered
by the Kentucky Research Foundation at U. of K.

Incentive payments already
made to Calloway County farmers under the 1957 wool program
totaled $408.12 as of. August 1,
1958, according to the County
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Office. The payments started around July 15,
1958 and covered shorn wool
and lambs marketed between
April 1, 1957 and March 31,
1958.

LEXINGTON, KY. — Choice
homemade pickles are an achievement of which any housewife may be proud. Although
they have little food vaAue,
they are a distinct addition to
a dinner menu with their sweetsour spicy taste.
Mrs. Lucille W. Warren, foods
specialist at the -University of
Kentucky, 'offers these suggestions:
Select freah fruits and vegetables, tree from blemiehes. Imperfect and irregular pieces can
be cut up for relishes.
make
cucumbers
Immature
the best pick lea. Process them
and other vegetarbles to be used
as_aespe_efter hervestitag as possible, preferably within 24 hours.
Fruits may be slightly under-

"For years many Dark tobacco
growers have endeavored to produce ripe, well fired, heavy
bodied tobacco well suited for
snuff purposes and this has proven to be profitable to the grower
because of goad quality, the
pounds produced per acre and
prices received."
For years the firm a W. B.
Kennedy Sons, Paducah, Kentucky. have had buyers on all
markets in both the Eastern and
Western Da rk Fired -Districts,
seeking and buying very large
ouantities of brown to light
brown cutting tobaccos. For
growers ,,whose land is adapted
to the production of these cutting
LEXINGTON, Ky. — About 37
styles, the opinion of Mr. W B. per cent of rural fires are caused
by lightning, says the Kentucky
Service' engineering
Extension
department.
But if your lightning rod system is installed properly, a large
percentage of such fires an
losses can be avoided. Here is a
list of things to check:
Do you have air Terminals
Phone
(rods or points) on all prominent
parts of every major building?
Are these rods; spaced 20 feet
apart if they are less than 30
inches tall? Do these rods (air
terminals) extend at least 10
inches above ridges, chimneys,
dormers. ventilators, etc.' Are
terminals connected to conductor
cables in such a way there are
two paths from each rod to the
ground' Do you have an adeorground rods for
quate nuinbereach building' Do grounds extend at least 10 feet into permanently damp soil? Are ground
rods made of the proper material
and a the right size?
These and many other questions one should ask are availPOULAN 'F' MODEL
able at the agricultural engineerand
ing department of. the Kentucky
Extension
Service,
Lexington.
POULAN 'H' MODEL
Before depending on your present system, or allowing a new
one to be installed, check the
list, says Kerte Mills, engineer,
to make sure your system is
properly installed and built.

Lightning Rod
Cuts Danger
Of Farm Fires

Wool Incentive
Payments
Going Out

September Is Better Breakfast Month

Don't Rush
Home Tree
Planting
- Hurry-minded home owners
are frequently inclined to give
the landscaping a rush act so
they can enjoy quick shade on
their properties.
In effect, they're building up
a new kind of "Weed, the people"
Most
.Tack-in-the-Beanstalk type trees are really weed
trees. J. A. Paine. -field representative of %he Davey Tree Expert Co., says growth rate is
only one of the many considerations in selecting the right arboreal decor.
Trees that grow the fastest,
like
ailtanthus,
silver
maple,
London plane, cottorrrocxxl and
Clenese elm are usually brittle,
weak - wooded. susceptible to
storm damage, awkward in form
and short
Fast and tall-growing trees
may outgrow the modern home,
anyway. Low-devel ranches and
bungalows shouldn't be dwarfted
by woody giants.
When you select your favorites for Fall planting - and the
season gets under way in September - check off these important factors:
Fincr out how wide they will
spread. Otherwise you may get
more shade than you need or
bargained for. Stay away hewn
Shallow rooted ones or the kinds
than will clog up sewers or
heave up sidewalks. Consider
the spicies' vulnerability to disease, Such as the elm, a likely
target for Dutch elm disease in
most areas. Don't plant trees according to their nursery size.

4-H'ers To Receive
Educational Award
Three Kentucky 4-H
Club
members will each receive one
of 19 eckscational awards totaling $1,820 offered by the III=
inois Central Railroad. The winners will be announced this fall
by the 'State 4-4}1 Club office.
The railroad has provided 447
awards continously since 1923,
for distribution in the five states
which it serves, according to the
National Committee on Boys and
Girls Club Work, Chicago.
The 1957 award winners were
Billy Bob Sprague, Sturgis; Car''
rie Mae Royster, Henderson; Ray
Allen Gibson, Dixon.
•

Applications for 1957-program
payment had to be filed at flie
ASC Office by April 30. About
24 applications for wool payments
and 22 applications for lamb
payments were filed before the
deadline.

and
Want Results

...Nature's Way te
Normal Function sag
NATURAL HEALTH

I

DR. E H. OAKLEY'
CHIROPRACTOR
Aurora, Ky.
HOURS;
10:00 • m. •

8:00

p.m.

Monday through Friday
1:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Sunday

MURRAY LOAN CO.,
Yelophoes
LOAN CO.!'

-

NOTICE CONTRACTORSI r I
TRACTOR ROLLERS
AUTOMATICALLY REBUILT!
I

EXPERT WORK AUTOMATICALLY DONE ON
ALL CRAWLER TYPE TRACTOR ROLLERS!

PARIS WELDING & MACHINE SHOP
East Wood at the Wye

Phone 3225

Paris, Tennessee

FLORIDA'S GLAMMUS
100%

AIR

CONDITIONID

fr

SARASOTA, FLORIDA

FREE
EXCMN0
EXTRAS
• Bosch (*bora'
or Sarasota Beach

rvE GOT STANBACX ALONG

7 WONDERFUL DAYS
6 ROMANTIC Nan

$21199":11.1=
Apri 14 Ilirs SeceSsr is.

SPECIALS
Spring, Summer
and Fall Agj
Cocktails

8

Dancing ond romancing — that's YOUR
vocation ot the celebrity'
filled New Terrace Hotel! So don t wait
another minute for reservations!
Mill ionotres

SEE YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT

OR WRIT? —

NEW TERRACE HOTEL
P.
1720
0. Box

•

•
•

-

reoov.

I

TRY CHIROPRACTIC

506 W. Main 9t.
'YOUR HOME-OWNED

FLORIDA
VACATION

faster

_at Theory

Field Mouse Damage
Control Needed Now

NOW!

wort and play. Get quick comfort.
ing r•litsf with STANBACK Analgesic
Tablets or Powders- The STANRACK
formula a combination of in•clically
prov•is ingredients designed for
action again,/ pain.

You're Weary

The payment rate on sales of
unshorn larnlas to compensate for
the wool on them is 33 cents
per hundredweight of live animals sold. This payment seeks
to discourage unusual shearing
of lambs before marketing.
jutis Goodwin, Chairman of
the County ASC Committee,
points out that the method of
payment under the wool program
is designed to encourage producers ta-&
—a good jeib'tof marketing
their wool. Thus, the producer
who gets the best price possible
for his quality wool also gets
the largest incentive payment.
The per cent rate for incentive
payments on w o ol marketing
during the 1958 year will be
determined in mid•1950 when
the average price for 1-958 wool
LEXINGTON, Ky. —Fruit trees marketing' becomes known.
last winter were damaged considerably by field mice — and
the time to start control of the
rodents 'for 1956 is now, says
C. S. Waltman, Kentucky pcpert'iment Station pomologist.

LEXINGTON, KY. — Many
If possible, cultivate in t'
fabrics for the fall and winter
season will be light in weight orchard now — if it can be der.
and luxurious to look at and to without damage to the soil by
feel. says Miss Dorothy Ilhrel- causing erasion. Cultivating will
keld,- UK- Extension- clothing make the areas less habitable by
speciahst. Wool, silk and cotton field mice, he says. have an important place in fash- ° If mice are present, trie evldion, along with an ever-increas- estee will be small holes in the
ing number of man-made fibers. soil and tunnels and runways
Wool fabrics are given texture underneath the grass along the
interest through loops, curls, and surface of the soil.
brushed surfaces, or basket, herringbone or lacy weaves.. Blends necessary for the consumer to
of wool and silk, mohair, rayon ask' for and to -read the label
or fur give sheen to many of that is attached to a bolt of material or to the ready-made
them.
Iiss Threlk eld.
Prints, plaids and stripes, as garment, says
well as solid colors will be seen There are many hidden qualities
in fabrics that cannot be seen
le wools.
Fabric blend of wool with Or- or felt. according to this authorlon or Dacron are light in ity, and only by reading the
weight and easy to care for. The labels can the consumer learn
latter blend will be more gener- Moat performance can be exally used in both w(xnen's and pected of the fabric, and how it
can best be cared for.
men's garments than in past
years.
New. man-made fibers inciugle
Zofran and Darvan, either
which will be used - in 50-50
ENJOY THE
combinations
th wool. Zeftan
and wool will be seen for thefi net time this fall in velour'
coatings. The blend of wool and
Darvan
has
a
cashmere-like
YOU'VE
hand.
WANTED BUT
Worsted-like fabrics Without
COULDN'T
wool are seen in bath prints
AFFORD
and solids, and are made of rayon and synthetics, spun rayon,
rayon-acetate and Acrilan-rayon.
Never before has it been so

Kee:rode, or {Ore emsdet spoil yaw

If

"Stern WbOT -payments for -the
1957 marketing year amount to
15,5 per cent of the dollar reLiins
eartr- produrer -receivedfrom the sale of shorn wool during the marketing yen, This
results in an incentive payment
of $15.50 for every $100 received
from the sale of shorn wool.

"Fdbd Comes First" in toe day of this active school-age girl. A
well-balanced breakfast of orange juice, ovensaaasted rice cereal with
milk, buttered toast, and milk for a beverage provides the quick
and lasting energy that is necessary to meet the demands of an
active morning at school.
Research at the State University of Tows proved that a good
breakfast is essential for maximum physical and mental efficiency
during the late morning hours. Teachers reported that good breakfast habits resulted in better attitudes toward school work and
higher grades.
During September Better Breakfast Month check to see if your
children go to school each day fortified with a good breakfast. Reestablish the good breakfast habit for your entire family for the
school and work days ahead. A wide variety of well-balanced.
appetizing breakfasts can be prepared following a basic breakfast
pattern- of fruit, cereal, milk, bread and butter. This breakfast pattern is recommended by doctors and dietitians as an adequate
breakfast for most people. It is easy to adjust this basic pattern to
meet increased
nutritional requirements.
-or
_
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Miss Garrison Becomes Bride Of
John Wa Ise Harper In Home Ceremony

Phone 1685

FRIDAY — AUGUST 22,

Miss Diana Boone
Celebrates Fourth
,Birthday This Week

.11.M•••

Linda Carol Shaver Weds

RIDAY --

To Be Married
Our
Back To School Special!

Miss Thane Boone celebrated
her fourth birthday with a party
in the home of her grandparents,
Mr. arid Mrs. 0. B. Boone, August 18, Monday afternoon ft-ran
310 until 3:00. Hostess was her
mother, Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr.
Games were played' and prizes
won by Misses Jan Purcium,
Mary Ann Taylor, and Audry
Richardson.
Each guest was presented a
party hat and ballon. Cupcakes,
ice cream and drinks were served.
Guests at the party were Tony
Boone, Jan Purclorn, Mary Ann
Trytor, Joyce Nichols, Dortlhea
Megow, Mark and Sherry James,
Audry and Brenda Richardson,
Ann Ryan Cooper, David and
Beverly Parker, Gary and Gay
Crass, Ge.irge and Debbie Landolt.

awarivoito astli

F

1958

All Elgin
Watches

of yellaw and %state daisies.
They wore green pumps.
Best man • was lit. Rionard
Newsome. Ushen were Larr)
REDUCED
Douglas Jenkins. Sanford, and
Mr_ Sotn Ho, China.
Special music was presented
1/3
by Miss Margaret Smith of I
Winter Garden, Fla., and Rev.
Bob Byrd. soloist.
For Liberal Trade-In
Mrs Davidson selected for her
Allowance . See Our
ghter's wedding a blue lace
a:
ptau de souie street length
Line of
s. She wore a lavender orBULOVA and ELGIN
ch.d corsage.
Mrs_ Webb, mother at the
WATCHES ! !
g-en, was attired in a pink lace
street length dress with an orMies Frances tom Cohoon
chid corsage pinned
to her
Mrs. Maude Cohoon announces
shoulder.
the engagement and approaching
The graorn's grandmother wore
marriage of -her daughter, Fran. blue Arlon dress with a wihite
ceA Lea,- -la Dan Robert Pugh,
..arnatIon Corsage. The grandson of Mrs. Elteti Pugh of Murmotner
of the bride chose •
Mrs. Fred Welk was compli- ray and Mr. Floyd Push
of
vink
lace dress She wore a
mented recently with a bridal Nashville,'Tenn.
corsage of white carnatiOnis.
-shower in she h-me of Mrs.
A reception was held inimedMiss C•thoon is a graduate of
. Everett Norsworthy frorn 3:00 to
iately
the cereersc•ny at5(10 in the afternoon.. Hostess Murray Mgt' tich•Jol, alas,- of
the First Baptist Church 4
for the occasion was Mrs. Note- 1957, and is presently erripioyed
er Garden in the parlor.
by the Murray Manufacturing
worthy.
Assisting in serving were Mrs.
Gifts were displayed behind CimpanYPeggy Curnibie, Orlando, Mrs
Mr. Pugh is a graduate of
a wrought iron gate-a-jar with
_Carole._ Jenkins, :Attn. Williams.
a bride- and groom- --un either .Murray High- Henan+, chess
Keeping the bride's book was
side seeming to be opening the 1958 and will enroll at Murray
Miss Willaveda
gate to an arrangement at gar- State College in the talk
The couple. loft on a wedding
The wedding will be an event
den flowers. This was placed on
Mf11. NVAYNE
-Bear
lerguSt '2117-ffining table ovez
-Vici WI
a
Smoky Mountains. After August
Wm June 'Garrison, daughter with a white cutwork linen lace cloth.
23 they will be at hurne in of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Garri- cloth. The three tiered wedding
Games were played and prizes
'4urray where the arosan is pas- son. becarne the bride of Jahn cake tupped with a miniature won by
Mrs. Burr Waldrop and
of the Locust crave Baptist Wayne Hamer,son of Mrs. Sarah bride aqd groom was surround- Mrs. Elmo
Boyd.
thurch.
Harper and the late John Har- ed with - greenery and white
Mrs. Wells chose for the ocper,
Sunday.
August
flowers.
3:00
at
17
casion a floral printed sheath
-rats-ken'km
pin. in the h.arie of the bride's
Mrs. Rex 77eech, Jr., presided dress. She sapre a eirsage of
MRS. WILLIAM PAYNE WEDS
at the punch bowl and Mrs. J. wh,te carnations, a itft frotn
aunt. Mrs. Hunter Lose.
A joint meeting of the Suabomelaa
Rev. H. C. Chiles performod IT Carter served the cake. Mrs. the hostess.
preme Forest Woodman Circle
. On August 17 at 300 in thee imported /ea. Her fingertip
the double ring ceremony. The Eugene Shipiey presided at the
Tihursday, August 21
afternoon
Miss Linda
Individual party cakes and and the Jessie Houston Service
Carol length veil of imported
The Business and " Professional vows were spoken under a eibite register and Master "'David BOW- punch were served to the guests. Club was held at the City Park
%ever, daughter of Mr. and 1 had a heart shaered halo crown,
Mrs. Donald
Davidson. pleated and edged in seed pearls Women's Club will hold their wrought iron arch against a ker, cousin of the Pride, gave AssisTing in serving were Mrs. recently at 6:30 in the evening
. Orlando, Fla. became the bride • and studded with paillettes. 9se Mud: meax.rig at 630 in the bacaground of biege drapes pul- alinature bags of rice of various Jack , Norsworthy a n d Mrs. The group met for a family gettogether.
• id Rev William Payne Webb. , carried a white bride's Bible Murray Electric Buiktng. The led to enclose the picture. win- coolers in net to each guest.
Thomas Jones.
i.
Following the reception, the
Attending were Mesdames
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Webb, centered with a yellow throated meer.ng will be a put luck, each dow. The arch was autlinod
Dinner was served and games
with huckleberry and greenery.• (ample left for a wedding trip Carol Rowland, Paul Cunning,
• Orlando The ceremony was per- j white ordluci. with strearners of lmember bringing a dish.
• • ••
Two large palms cm either side to Matrirnouth Cave and - other 1, R. V. Graham. John B. Cavitt. played by the, chtdren. The
--famiteel—rrrmihe -FTrst Bapld white ribbons and =es of the
Pdtu
cOmpieted the altar scene.
points of interest in ICentaicky.
iburch of Winter Garden. Fla., valley.
Gila Lamb, Burr Waldrop, Gene presitterds of the two groups,
Fo4. TX
onday, August 25
Mrs.
Genora
Hamlet of the cirI The Wail; of the M•rnorial
For traveling, the bride chose .Cole, Thomas Jones, Elmo
ny the Bev. D V. Moialitheterof
A program 'of nuptiai music
Boyd,
es
=AMC a
adiara
Haie,st Church will meet at the was presented by Mrs. Jahn a blue sheath nylon dress with leek Norinvorthy. Kdd Glover, cle ,and Mrs. Hazel Tutt of the
Winter HisS en. Fla.
•Itsearaf .
e691,9
Service Club, conducted a busi•rOavvios bracelet.
chosen maid of honor with M:5- church at 710 .n the es ening.
B•neker, pianist, and Mrs. James black accessories. She pinned Hugh Waldrop. A. A. Doherty,
ness meeting.
The bride. given is marriage
•
•
•
•
the
orchid
from
G.
W. Faualth, F. C. Vaughn,
her bridal bouHunter
Love, vocalist.
ses /d)rile Ann W. sister 4
Mrs.
by her s-iotaatier
. Davidson, the groom, and Alice Dees_
Glyco Wells and Misses Dorris
Monday. September 1
Borwker's selections were "Oh, quet at her shoulder.
Attending the, picnic
a
were
Among the ,ut of town guests Rowland, Wflhie Jetton, Betty Mrs. Goldia
The LotLe Moon Circle of the Prum.se Me" and -One Alone."
more a wartz an
gam with class mate. serving as bridesCurd, state managkit the wedding were Mr. and Thurmond and the honoree and er, and
a fated bodice of unpaved I maids. They were gowned
1
14rA
Biaggist
Mrs.
Chunth
Lowe
sang.
"I
will
Lot
Thae,"
*
.
meta
Miss Loretta Cuivev,
in
cnantilly lace, bound with satin. ballerina length dramas of em- in the home of Mrs. Ray Devine At Dawning," and "The Lord's Mrs. James Hunter Love. Hunts- hostess.
state attendant.
Sending gilts were Mesdames
Prayer" at the chere of the cere- ville, Ala.; and Mr. arid Mrs.
W buttons an the back laLchce erald green Pure silk organza at 7.30 in the evening.
• •••
Roscoe Padgett and duidren of Ivan Futrell, John Futrell, Edmony.
and sleeves were ,satin covered with a flowing implies neckline
win Cain, J. B. Burkeen. RayThe rnanclannt co:lar and long and a harem hemline parked up
The bride, given in marriage Nashville, Tenn.
• • ••
mond Workman, Was Fulton,
;Reed 311erves were of the same w.th taffeta bows. They carried
by her father, wore a balk•rina
Gene Wells. Will:arn Hurt, Dan
length gown of lace. It was
lace. The full skirt of baskets of yellow daisies. The
Unitod Provo internati•nal
Knautf, Elbert Anderson, Ed.1;..r. ,rganza had a deep inset maid of honor carried a
fashioned
with
scalloped
neckbasket
—ERNIE BANKS—
mond Collie and Miss Dula Graline and full gathered' slur Her
Errue Banks has hit more long tapered lace sleeves exham.
runs in a stogie season Many tended into Calla points
over the
any shortstopin humor,' — and wrists. Her shoulder
length veil
Miss Anne Fenton, br.de-elect
now seems a c:nch to break that
INSTALLMENT BUM
of illusion was attached to a of Robert Seyer..was honaree at
Bulkies, Orlon & Ban-Lon
record as his greatest year yet. white lace hat trimmed
with a luncheon Wednesday afterThe Chicago Cubs toothpick zinestonee. Het: anly jewelry noon,
August 20 at 1 -00 in the
by
shortsuip smashed NI. 39 and Was a tiny pearl necklace,
COSTS YOU KC
a gift Kerslake Hotel. Hostesses were
Nt. 40 fur the season Thursday freers the groom.
Circle One of the First MethHer bouquet Mrs. Leonard
DOROT
HY
Vaughn,
MANN
Mrs.
in leading the Cubs to a 5-3 was a white orchid.
George Hart and Mrs. Gene ocksLChurelh's WSOS met this
victory over the Pittsburgh PiMiss Elsie Lave. causal of the Landolt.
we
advertised in
in the educational buildev consolidotirvg ail YOIX
rates. He drove in all five of bride, was the
only attendant.
Mss Fenton was attired irs a ing of the church.
bus for installment pur•
Chicago's runs with those blows, She wore a dress 1
LIFE MAGAZINE
Follaw.ng the business session,
blue nylon yellow and -White catton frock
thetas' ..• end won° cads
plus a double.
tulle. ballerina length aver taf- and wore a white camellia cor- each member ansiwered run call
for them through a loon
Banks now is within striking feta. A coronet
from us—you ten save
. of gathered tulle sage._ a' gift . from .the hostesses._ with a scripture verse from
money! You pay tow rums
distance of ins at-tane short- 111thed I Tffiii %Tell,
Her bouquet 'Before luncheon was served, the Isaiah. Mrs. Ralph Jones gave
. or, eery terms rt,th
stop record 4 44 burners, set in consisted of ;fink
noree was presented a silver the devotional beginning -the
carnations.
CVOS in today.
1950. He )IW massed that mark
Mr. Rex Weeds, Jr., brother- tray and a 16 piece starter set study of the book of Isaiah.
SPECIAL)!
last year with 43.
in-law (if" the groen, served as in her pottery froth the hastesser.
The program was given by
Also, with 40 hailers in 120 bevi, num
'Attendavg the luncheon were Mrs. Burnett Waterfield who reYou May
On All LINGERIE
genies hes exactly even w•th
The bride's mother wore
Miss Fenton, Mesdames John ported on the Fifth Annual AsBorrow Up To
the pace Babe Ruth followed in blue sheath dress
sembly
of
of embroider- kesIg. Ed Fenton, Grover Wood
WSCS may 6-4) to
1927. Babe's great September ed cotton with
white accessories. James. Alfred Lindsey, Jr., A. Keel Auditorium in St. Likils
1 2 PRICE
Take as long as 20 motka IO repay!
surge probably puts his record Her corsage was
Rcfrcabmen:s were served at
white garden- B. Austin. Dewey Raitsciale, WilS
out of Ern.es readn, but that ias.
liam Jeffrey, 4.1bert K ,ertner. the close of the meeting by the
qicord of 44 is doomed.
"e rn* ate 41.4111v arronso4 w•rhoirt ors- Alta. Harper churse for Iver- Bill Neil, Miss Francea Whitnea, hostess, Mrs. George Gatlin.
bemoan" red tops or 4e1.5. F POW. Ms
• •••
son's 'wedang a pink sheath Mrs. Vaughn and Mrs. Landolt.
•is•anf you awed end *04 MI pill. sway:
nylon dress with pink and white
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Dodd and
-Miss Fenton and Mr. Sayer
WATCHDOG'S TOO GOOD
accessories. Her corsage
was will be Married Saturday. Au- Mrs. Bill Cloys and SOB. Frantic
DECATUR. 111. (UPI) —Young wilffe gardenias.
gust 23 at 9 am. in St. Leo's at Detroit, Mich., visited recentFormerly Murray Fashion Shop
Richard Gehrke tried today to.
A reception was held immed- Catholic Church. She is the ly with Mr. and Mrs. Cletus
make Ins pet understand there iately fulleviing the ceremony. daughter of Mr Harry J Fen- Hubbs.
are times When it's best root to
The bride's table was overlaid ton.
be too good a watchcaa.
i After Richard tumbled Into a
MURRAY, KY
river "'Cauchy, the clog Mood
204 5 4th
Phone 1180
guard so well that a policeman
"THE NOOSE Of SERVICE SINCE 1Ill'
'sad t i hate him off ta rescue
the body
lkIIrsolib
Churchill, aunts

Re:'. William Payne Webb In Florida
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Family Picnic Held
At City Park i'or
,Two Woodman Clubs
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Mary's Beauty Shop

THE SHOP

(Mrs. Mary Burkeen)
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Usually, when the need arises
at some distant point, the family
is . bewildered at the maze of
details to be completed. We encourage families to call us when
such an occasion arises; we will
take care of all details promptly
and efficiently.
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refrigeration service,
1397 W. Main, Murray, Ky. Call
1471-J.
Sept, 16C

Our

BASEL, Switzerland
— - The
first flamingo born in a European
Zee was reported in ercellent
condition at Basel. Basel zoological experts claim that this
is
only
the second
successful
attempt to breed a flamingo in
tle per weed for one day, minimum of 17 words tor atto — So per weed for three ea" Classified NM are
1955 a flamingo captivity. In
payable le eavassee.
egg was hatched in San Anthill-a,
Texas.
TWO-YEAR OLD DEKALB hens. 2-BEDROOM
frame
house
on 3 ENGLISH Setters, white and
The flamingos in Basel live In
Jack
ayfield of the Murray Training School chapter
Sept. 15C
FOR
SALE_1 See Mrs. Harry Coles near Green paved street near Carter School, black, 1 male, 2 females, 5 mos.,
an artificially created marsh-land
of Future Farmers of America showed Junior Champion.
Plain church or phone 954-W-I. city sewer, large living room ready to start. ram fine
which is the physical atmosphere
Automatic
Washer,
regist- Kelvinator
Mr. and Mrs. Claire McGarven will leave this week8-11NC and kits:then, utility with auto- ered strains, reasonaibae.
most suited to their survival.
F01511 USED New Holland hay
F. H. $219.00 with trade. Starks Hardend
for
a
visit
with
relatives
in
several
Indiana
cities.
matic washer connectiens, nice Ditible, 320
balers, nine new JOhn Deer corn
Woodlaw-n. Phone ware, 12th and Poplar streets.
Prof. McGowen is vacationing from his duties as Music
bath, colored fixtures. Only $800 1045.
s n a ppers
each. Phone
TFC
$895.00
A23P Phone "11-42.
COMPLETE boating and skiing acid assume an FHA
tnstructor at Murray State College.
loan which
Benton, Lakeside 7-3821, collect.
New York City played host to
inttrfit, 25 h.p. Jehnson motor, can be transferred
Mr. Carey Tarry, who was admitted to the Murray .776 conventions in 1957, attendto any one.
Elias Implement Co., Benton,
14' peywood boat, trailer, skies, ALSO 30 acre
farm. 28 acres in HOUSE TRAILER'S. New and
Hospital the first of the week, after suffering from a ed by nearly four million.del!
Ky.
SC
.
ski rope, life jackets, etc. See cultivation, all
good level land. used. Lower prices, 5 years to
3troke at his West Main Street Home, is reported remain- egates.
HOU'SE MAILER, 30 foot. Call Bill Terrell, Apt. 14. Orchard Has a nice 5 room frame house, pay
Williams
Mebile
Homes, PERSON
jr COUPLE
without ing quite ill.
A22P built-in kitehen
737eM-4.
A28C Heisaite, eater 5:00.
cabinets, peach 1-hvy. 79, Paris, Tenn.
S2P Children, to live in home rent
Miss Virginia Frances Crawford, daughter of Mr.
onehard, 8 acre carts base, heatfree, in
exchange
for
minor and Mrs. Charlie Crawford, this city, is attending a reAnswer to Yesterday'. Podzia
ed near Locust Grove ohu.rch.
services.
References
required. union of the Red Cross unit in New York
I AUCTION SALE
Priced for quick sale.
Write P.O. Box 32-11, Murray,
ACROSS
10-18e•erage
r,.. 1.11-1
For all and any of your real
Ky.
11 -Equality
'A25P
Jail-I
OM
1-Chapeau
tekby he is "finealy
111-Seard of
estate needs, I will be glad to SATURDAY, Aug. 29, 1958 1:00
4-Haste
tiiElell
grain
ready Dor the bog money."
personally handle them and ap- p.m. rain or shine at the Ernest
9-Soft food
18-Old form of
P
3
I 2- A Rifle tel
Akins, of St. Louis, Mo., made
auxiliary
Services
preciate
your
business.
Hall Berg home, 1607 Farmer, just
WillJI.i
laCCIA
...th
language
verb
h.s List appearance since winr1.11.0-22
F.311 'I
Realty, William R. "Bill" Hall, off the callege carrspus. Will sell
l3-14sicaw
eteetae•
14-tiuldria
23-Strik•
ning the title in June and ag?red,
131-4M
Ei WO
Meadow _Lane _Drive....Phone. 53 refrigenator. TV (GE) .944.11Pleaee OEAD
removed
free.
STOCK
eraironefer
talent)
l414:1So;
3 IA@
a 10th round technical knockout
with coil springs
is. Vegetable
941-11everage
A25sC 5 single be
Uuncan
trucks.
Radio
dispatened
e
rinCJIEBB
17-geply
24-Near
over (barley (Tombstone) Smith
and inne-apring mattresses, a
I 9-ileglieelle
118-Tttlet of
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
GOOD small farm, about 5 Miles double bed
in a televised non-title match
21-What,
oartsin
complete, an nice days • week. Cali long distance
County High School
2•Paley
German
west cif Murray on geed road, and
at the Chicago Stadium. But he
C")'or
clean', secretary
bookcase,
r4RE!!
25winces
Union
collect, Mayeeid 433,
TEXT BOOKS
school and mail route, good im- davenpere
27-tit341
irbscnted
a
beating
fit-ehinese mlIi
before
his
E.IrsitfligEl MD
and
chair. 2
sets
NiaC
84-Stage
stierePh provements, good farming sec- straight chairs, blond coffee and TU-6-.361.
10th round rally pulled it out'
ill- Witty anyhas
whisper
30-Foot wear
32-Institut*
tion. Priced to sell.
of the fire.
end tables to match, other small
51 -Crimson
of
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—
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like
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Special On
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vehicle
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Ir - maiden love]
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Wednesday solid rights until the end came
champion
SI1C weight
Hwy., about 2 miles out. A bar- girls bicycle, tun of coal, card 101 N 3rd. Phone 549
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by Zyus
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for the Los Angeles 'ostler.
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Ling Stewart reacted i.hara,ierlsti. ejected from court"
this year. With only 14 nome
ties
thin:4 the, ix-leg n:i
Phone 123
202 8. 4th
DEBORAH
rally when he detected • NI buyer
2-4774. Paducah, For Cary reefI needn't remind
dates left on the schedule, the
"Goode" Ling cbuckled. -The than they do.
cheating him
Ling hotly knocked
K
EitR
15,
20
year
built-up-reuf,
10,
strode
away
So
is
•
ing.
the
trader
and
memory
down
jedge himself wants to see me your Honor that
Trabe has drawn less thaa 550,now Ling was taring •!harges if
water
weak crutch."
bonded. Shingle &
000.
felonious assault, lie has to stand next. What's his name?"
Laity?"
the
have
a
county
seat.
"Did.
you
the
court
at
the
trial In
A25C
proofing. W. H. Webb.
Now
"Judge Cohn Campbell.
Ling. • Virginia backwoodsman .It
judge asked. Ling.
hie tile, has no fears when In the be quiet."
hipdhuni
Ling
snorted.
your
neck!"
"Bet
wilds along Hobe* Crew but quails
NANCY
"If you'd told me his name, I'd
at the thought of venturing into •
this
s!:tink
fqggered
lend
ot
"I
big settlement like Denbury where at of been quiet long ago," Ling said
cheated me before an tins titae
least WO people live LI1 the year 1860 amiably.
His wife Ann realizes that Is the reaJudge Colin Campbell said caus- I wanted to make mire."
p he has itaked her in accompany
He took from nit pocket en
..m to cottrt; he wants her along tically, "I trust the court will inwhen he has to (ace aro many strang- terrupt no one else if It proceeds aspen stick and held it up. Ti,
ers.
judge leaned forward and appearIts Ann s own flrat trip to a settle- with the business at hand."
ment In ages, and to spite of reason
Ling exThe clerk removed the brief ed to be interested.
for tears of what may happen to Ling
private accounting
In court. and of desert-mg talk of that had been on the judge's plained his
civil war she Is reveling In the ex- bench, gave him a second brief, system.
••••
perience Then
..
"See them eleven tittle notches,
and the judge bent to read. After
••••
set
a few minutes he straightened, Jedge, an' them twenty •six tag
CHAPTER 3
WO.
eleven
called dec- 'Una? The little ones mean
'THE ONLY spectator in the au- nodded, and the bailiff
••••
uns
twentyis.
bingo
pelts
and
the
big
Bodwse
fox
atere chamber was a thin, orously,
".=
six deer skins."
Stewart.'
sallow
man
who hung
with
"That's me!" Ling said happily.
Judge Campbell took the stick,
breathlere interest on the trial In
a ••
He rose, and Ann gasped with methodically counted the notches
rogresa. On the other side of
rt
transformation
he
each categorysand returned the
in
tbe aisle, William Bodine and hie disbelief at the
4••••
addressed
Bohad
exstick
to
Ling.
He
undergone.
Ling
had
clerk, Hendry Dexter, sat to04!
pected the judge to be a weak- dine.
gether.
•V:
"Do you object to testifying
Ann saw them, looked away ling, or, at beat, another slick
and glanced at Ling. He had seen, townsman. Instead, he had met under oath. Mr. Bodine?"
too, -for the fires leaped In his a man who commanded his reeyes, but he said nothing. Two spect. He slouched easily down
eThen I shall ask yell to do so.
benches ahead of the sallow spec- the aisle. halted before the bench, If, after the oath has Veen 'adSLATS
tator, Ann found a seat and Ling and said amiably, "Howdy,Jedge." ministered, you remain willing to
LISTEN
Colin
Campbell
re"Howdy,"
'NOT ONLY
- VVU ARE ALSO THE
dropped beside her. She looked
testify that the bale of furs was
ARE YOU THE MOST CNARMING,
pleasantly. "Y ou're short to the numbers you stated,
MOST MASCULINE
toward the front of-the court and turned
WHEN
YOU'VE PICKED THE
Mr.
-7"
DEBONAIR,
raced her eyes on the man eatund
SORN/STICATEC
YOU TURN YOUR BABY EIUJES
I shall find In your favor. fen
W I NNER,GROGGIN5- THE
"Ling Stewart."
MALE
Ise judge's beach.
I'VE
EVER.
MY
Mould
advise,you
that,
IN
DiRECTiON, I'M
perhaps I
WOMAN yVHO WILL
"I see, and Is Mr. Bodine here?" If you testify falsely while under
She had somehow expected to
SEEN
-"
JUST A MASS OP
MARCH DOWN
find a venerable figure, an old
William Bodlne and Hendry oath, you incur a mandatory prisQUIVERING
THE AISLE
man with a long white beard. Dexter had followed Ling up to on sentence for the crime of perPROTOPLA SM —
WiTH YOU
This judge nA as a young man, she the bench and now they sidled un- jury."
YOUR SLAVE - -8
was surprised to see. Even sitting obtrusively In betide him. The
"I don't ace—"
down, he seemed big. and it was merchant said, "I'm Mr. Bodine,
"Why should you hesitate, Mr.
not only his physical proportions your Honor."
Bodine?" Campbell frowned. ''Mr.
that made him seem so. Ms rqbe
"Who is this third man?"
Bodine, If you refuse to take the
of office concealed his upper body,
"Hendry Dexter, my clerk and oath and testify, I can conclude
hut his head dominated. It was witness, your Honor. He saw only that the bale of furs and
the head of a man who stood everything."
skins conformed to Mr Stewart's
alone. A wealth of fair hair sur"Very well. What charges do count rather than yours."
alounted his face—a face that you prefer, Mr. Bodine?" -"He cheated me plenty of other
compensated with strength for a
"On November 1, 1860, In the times!" Bodine snarled.
lack of symmetry. Even at this
was ati angry
Ling's voice
main room of my store at Weth-••-• ••••
distance, the judge's keen Mae
'No. tell,
••••••
erly, Buckshot county, with no bear's growl. "It's another dirty
I.
eyes seemed to probe Ann's innerprovocation and for no reason, lie!"
moat mind and read her thoughts.
Lingo Stewart feloniously assaultThe judge rapped for order,
She had a sudden. powerful noed my person."
waited, and addressed William
tion that she had met this man
"It's a dirty lie!" Ling gritted. Bodine. "I admire neither your
before, so many eines that they
Ann gapped, but the judge was methods nor your morals, Mr. BoDONT GET ME WRONG!!
were old friends, and Immediately
BUT
unabashed. "You deny the dine, but since this is your initial
DAD
'
S L-LAST WORDS
BUT, WE
she knew that she had not.
'CUR FLYINK PICK
charges, Mr. Stewart?"
appearance before this court. I
SOMETHINIK!!—SHE'LL
WERE-"
After watching S case through,
THE HEAD
NEVER
lenient.
I
fine
A
to
be
am
inclined
L1DDLE
"Not all of 'em. I basted him
WIN DER
'
HAMM`i”AWARD,
eang whooped, "I like that jedge!"
OP THE FAMILY, NOW!!
WILL—
you twenty-five dollars for your
UNUSUAL
and Ann penned that his tension once and I'd o' done it five six
DO WHAT I COULDN'T DO!!
sheer effrontery in attempting to
AS
had given way to admiration.. more times 'rept he run In anprosecute a fraudulent orme and
WIN
Ling turned to the sallow spec- other room an' locked the door.
LONG
for thinking you would succeed.
tator and bellowed, "What's the But I didn't. do It 'Mout reason!"
AS
"Go on. What was your rea- Pay the clerk."
jedge's name?"
Bodine produced his mese. paid,
The sallow man squirmed and son?"
"I toted a ball of twenty-six and turned to go. Colin halted
looked embarrassed.
Ling repeated In a louder voice, "What's deer skins and eleven fox pelts to him.
sell at his store. He took the bale
the jedge's name?"
"You are also to pay Mr. StewThe bailiff had come up the In hack, swiped five deer skins art ten dollars as partial coineenMile so silently that he was be- and three fox pelts, then said they !anon for the inconvenience you
side Ling and had touched his was never there."
have visited upon him."
-la that true, Mr. Bodine?"
atiouldcr before Ling even (insLing tucked Bodine's ten dolJudge
Campbell
asked
°
.
pected he was near. Ling turned'
lars into a pocket and turned his
to face him.
Bodine smiled tograntly. "These shining face .to the judge. "By
"You must be quiet in the court- mountain dweller% can ' neither wish, Jedge, never did eager to
room," the bailiff warnet
Hee.read
nor
write, your Honor. meet a 'town man' I could take a
"I jest want to know the jedge's Therefore they're incapable of shine to!"
name:"
keeping a tally except in their
(To Be Continued)
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Public Housing OK'ed
Despite Many Faults

be living peaceably.
PHA studies thclicate a close
sorrelation between the size of
housing
WI" and the
amount of trouble caused by the
tenants. In 90-tailed "high rise"
(multi-Caryl &pertinent houses.
is difficuk to instill any, sense
o /maintenance responsibility in
tenants. The whole place is too
much like a big. impersional insellution.
Bemuse of the problems they
create, hist rise buildings are
shunned except in the bSg cities.
where lanil costs make IR m a
t soefrOv T"zewhere, }octal h osne ateh -"ties have Won pwA
approval t,. 3, 1. one and two-,,,,,ry

a pubic

it

(Many !reports an Juvenile de.
linsu•ncy have spotlighted big
city Maiming prejeeta we breed.
mg grounds for teen-age crime.
They are worse than the slums
they replaced. le this criticism
justifitd? The following dispatch gives an answer to this
important question.)

Officials of 'the U. S. Public
Housing:, Ackninietratinn (HA)
assert that this impression .is
unfair. Theis: make these points:
-Vandalism
is
a
problem
confined mainly to big cit.:es
like New York and °hears It
has caused
little trouble in
&metier communities.
-Even in big cities, the cost
Sy EDWARD COWAN
of want:khan is small compared
United Press International
to nonnal maintenance expense
UPI1- A In
WASHINGTON
Chicago, for example, only
rick crashes through a window
houses with individual lawns
two per cent of the
pane and fragments of glass
maintenance budget for public and back yard's.
Avower the side walk.
In Colton. Calif., for example,
housing urrtts goes to repair
A janitor firx
water gushing damage
deeached singles and duplexes
caused by vandals.
from an outside faucet that has
-Police
studies show that , were built
been knocked loose from its,
More novel is the project in
crime and Stiversile detiquency
steno
rates are generally kiwer in Celsartown, pa.. vahere there
; A „senant is forced to climb
public housing projects than in I are duplex and four-unit Pr /uses
the etairs to her Hitt% floor
ion scattered aisles and the tennearby unredeemed islurra.
apartment because vandals have
! ants pert -rm !heir own main'Although
many
new
homes
broken off the bottoms en '1
tenance. "You -can't tell those
that the PHA helps pay for are
self-service elevator.
h-sates from any other home in
Wit14044
4/oetege*
be
WHI•aa444•4114
!
'Thetse and similar aciks at
el
the esommunity," a PITA
said
Public
Housing
Comireswanton dearuction are everysaid.
Charles
E.
Slus-ser,
"such
day occurences in b.g city pub.. sioner
-Although
these
arid
other
lc housing developments. They incidents are greatly outweighed measures are eittsectsel to help.
have *tanked many citizens- by the beneficial effects that PRA officiais do not contend
i mil ugh ng well-behaved tenants public housing beings to a cum- thee will lead to L"tapia.
of the developments themselves munity."
You can't take people nut
and , have created a w.deShasser pointal out that "it of
wohout
hovels
one-room
spread inapressio: n that public takes only one vandal to break runnkig water, put them 01 a
housing projects are breed.ng a dozen windows" and give a modern apartment. sri ..Noce
iltsauncks fur juvenile delinquency. bhoit eye • a housing prloject them to oharige ths1r w
:ife overnight." said one ffretal
Because of income o.ellintS
which restrict public hoto.ng
'_the._ giesoieess draw
large 4113re of "problem families" - those broken by divorce,
& SATURDAY
desertion, atortholism or other
tragedy.
persons
now
The
1.800.000
living in federally - subsidized
public housing projects in 44
states and territories have an
average family income Of $2.000
a ysar.

1
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in which scores of families may!Cr

bought
sportsmen
American
The control surface of one U.
S. guided missile is about the 340195;183 hunting and fishing
size of an office desk top but licensee during 1987, a new Well
is strong enough to support six
America's 'first free public liheavy cars.
brary ,was the Dublin, N. 1.1.,
Traffic accidents have killed Juvenile Free Library, estabtwice as many Americans as ished in 1822.
have fallen in all the war batTerripelhof Airport is
tles this country ever fought. As
of Jan. I, 1956, there had been one of the few airports in the
1,228,809 traffic fatalities and world located in the center of a
804,733 killed on the battlefield. large city.

azy Legs

Latest'Coed
Campus Fad -

C

By GAY PAULEV
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK t UPI - The
newest coed craze is taken right
from the circus.
Tights promise to sweep the
country. becoming as much a
Part of :he campus scene this
fall as the raccoon coat was last

3 ear.
Women's Wear Daily, the trade
publication, said the tights or
legs" as some stores call
*ttes
o
them, quite definitely are the
latest college sad. But a spokesman added they also are selling
for children and to the young
suburban matron for wearinkith
casual clsthes.
Almost all the tights are of
stretch yarns, and _come to the
waistline only.
To-r- the college set. thefrel
the finishing touch for jumpers,
kilt-length culottes or skirts, and
in some cases come coordinated
with bulky knit sweetens.
Solid Colors Seat
Most stores reported the solid
-otos< best. sellers to date. But
Toy League stripes are catching
if a girl wants, she
on and
is can buy Killt§. The _tight
nome in smooth fabric, in tweeds
textures and cable knits. Some
of the tights for at-home wear '
are glamorized with thin strands
rtimirnt -- nTrtratt- stripes or patterns.
In the solids, clear reds and
blacks are the most popular,
but there are plenty of blues,
dull greens, navies and terra
cottas.
Tights actually are just the
newest phase of that overwhelm- I
ing emphasis on leg and foot!
for fall. Skirts are short. Hosiery
and shoes both come in rainbow
In an eff .rt to offset, the
hues.
h: ph incidence of crime, dis1.
Describes Stocking Colors
ease .and. demoralisation .4that is - Take a look, for instance, at
nevitable in any community stocking shades as described by
is
the sole e9eh--- he National Hosiery lianufactui A-here ilc.vertY
eon denominator. Public Boos- sets Association:
sng officials have lately souritst
"Right up to the minute ars
tO aperi surne of their units to stockings in gentle. bright or
tathRies vellsith are a little bet.. Inky blues, soft pinks, soft limes
ter off financially than the
and wines, and subtle (never,
income bracket.
garish i reds Add to this a whole I
collect ion of yelowed, bronzs
moss and sage greens. ann nylons
s •
The 'Fughest point in -Berlin is In pure spun - gold. autumnal
at the peak of a 25--400t hill cranes and russet tones, earthy
and blackened browns. These.
consglsed entirely of
eoes hieh-fashion lead, a grayed
rubble and note, covered
green-blue. and tune, grape and
flowers, shrubs and trees,
Various shades of brown, green
,
Kt red complete with basic
ask in footwear, according to
oi National Shoe Institute In
siwn alone the range is from
subtle gold to a blackened
ne. Still going strong are prints,
-wear with solid color dress
r suit
ilk' very high heels are skinny
11. but this fall there is a
're rf mcd'yn or broader
ize in lower heels..
Toes remain pointed, needleoarri for cfress occasions but
ire tapered for casual and
'rm.! wear
r

STARKS SPECIALS
40-QT. PLASTIC WASTE BASKET
20-GAL. GALVANIZED TRASH CAN
LARGE STEEL WIRE TRASH BURNER
LONG HANDLE SHOVEL
- SEE

KELVINATOR

92.95
2.95
2.10
• 2.95
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Until Oct. lit only

95.75 gal.

KURFEES
PAINTS r•

RUBBERMAID DISH DRAINER TRAY
BLACK WASTE BASKET

y
21 POISED AS NEW YORK AIRLINER CRASHES-A rescue worker
probes through the wreckage of a New York to Nantucket,
Mess., airliner after it crashed and burst into flames, killing
21-of the 94 persons aboard The accident took sitamorbtscrt
a mile from the Nantucket Airport. At bottom, one of the
cfnicslof the most seriously injured survivors is placed in an
&retool!
his arrival In Boston by plane from Nantucket.
. .nec on-.-.-

RASS

2 25
1.39

SEE SEIGLER OIL HEATERS
at

STARKS HARDWARE

Neg.!
New
Prini

"WHERE PARKING IS NO PROBLEM"
12th & Poplar
Phone 1142

Back-eo-ASichool
•
The new silhouette ...
Perfectly matched in deep, rich tones ...
two bulky sweaters in the new chemise silhouette plus o cropped cardigan ... paired
with slim all wool skirts in fc-cinating fabrics

Boutique coordinates
to perfection
RI

color - tooted

...they truly deserve the name "Boutique"!
Sweaters in sizes 32 to 4 ... skirts in sizes
5 to 17 and 6 to 18.

Chiral" slipover
Chemise cardigan
Cropped cardigan
Solid slim skirt
Tweed slim skirt
Plaid slim chemise skirt

14.95
14.95
14.95
10.95
12.95
12.95

•

r

Boys'

Western Style

Dungarees
Size 4 -

Polished

16

0.9842.98
Boys' Blue Denim

Dungarees

County...

Cotton

Ivy
League
Pants

(Continued from Front Page)
heir regular routes the first
lay (if school Lunch room will
own' the 26th
Parents a n d
"-ientis'are urged to attend.
Mr GAM Lovins Principal of
!faze! High School, is in charge
f the morning program with
, tenrv Hargis giving the opening
sidress. Thvitetions are extended
. patrons sand friends to be
resent. Bus foutes at "Hazel will
oake their- same route. The
inch room opens on Tuesday,
1.igust _26th.
Coldwal er and !rideonctence rural schools will open
ne-half a day on Monday the
nth. at which time the teachers
of these schools will issue text
books and register children.

Black - Brown - Blue

10-oz. Sanforized
Size 4 -16

$2.98

BOYS- aFnOc; GiRLS
NI:oo Istyles and Colors -

$2" to $499
Size 6-1.
4

GIRLS

School Dresses
$199 to $399
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One of the few soapstone
quarries ever worked by New
England's Indian tribes is located in Jahnston. R. I.
Juliette
Gordon
Low
was
founder of the Gift Scouts of
the U. S A She organized the
group in 191-2 at Savannah, Ga.
Three-tiths
of
the
dried
,runes exported by the
S
n 1957 went to European marsots, chiefly England.
There are 56.000 miles of oil
pipeline in Texas.
New York City
ters for 42 of the
mining companies
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ShortSleeve Shirts S1.00
New Fall Shoes
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Reg. $6.80 Gal.
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AUTOMATIC WASHER with trade)
LARGE PLASTIC CLOTHES BASKET
24" CHARCOAL GRILL
18" CHARCOAL GRILL
LAWN BOY 18" MOWER
FARM -RANCH 22" MOWER
BLACK'AND DECKER 6" H D SAW

OUTSIDE WHITE PAINT

Firs

is headquarnation's major
and for the
Engineers.

New/ Hampshire's state kitslsture Is the largest in the
l'nited States with 400 represen.,Oves and 24 sena', its
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AipproximItely 4.8 trillion cuo.c feet ,..of - natural gas were
, marketed in Texas during 1957.
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